**Steel Splice Details**

Scale 1:10

- New stairs to specialist supplier details, specification and installation instructions. Star opening to be 'as-built' measured before design and site work commences and final check before steel supplier.
- New lightweight timber stud partition to be installed in stair enclosure with boxed soft to follow around ends of new stairs.
- Existing bulkhead leaving to be removed.
- Existing walls to door enclosure to be removed.
- New fixed stairs to be installed from second floor to third floor apartment above.

**Proposed Third Floor**

Scale 1:50

- New lightweight timber stud partitions.
- Existing spiral stairs to be removed.
- New lightweight timber stud partition to be installed in stair enclosure with boxed soft to follow around ends of new stairs.
- Existing bulkhead leaving to be removed.
- Existing walls to door enclosure to be removed.
- New fixed stairs to be installed from second floor to third floor apartment above.

**Proposed Fourth Floor**

Scale 1:50

- New lightweight timber stud partitions.
- Existing spiral stairs to be removed.
- New lightweight timber stud partition to be installed in stair enclosure with boxed soft to follow around ends of new stairs.
- Existing bulkhead leaving to be removed.
- Existing walls to door enclosure to be removed.
- New fixed stairs to be installed from second floor to third floor apartment above.

**NOTES TO CONTRACTOR**

1. Party walls, unless otherwise specified, are to be constructed in accordance with the party wall agreements will be in place with all affected owners.
2. All dimensions are to be confirmed by the Architect before the commencement of works on site.
3. NOT SCALE OFF THIS DRAWING UNLESS A SCALE BAR IS PROVIDED.

**Steel Beam Details**

Scale 1:50

- New lightweight timber stud partition to be installed in stair enclosure with boxed soft to follow around ends of new stairs.
- Existing bulkhead leaving to be removed.
- Existing walls to door enclosure to be removed.
- New fixed stairs to be installed from second floor to third floor apartment above.

**Proposed Third Floor**

Scale 1:50

- New lightweight timber stud partitions.
- Existing spiral stairs to be removed.
- New lightweight timber stud partition to be installed in stair enclosure with boxed soft to follow around ends of new stairs.
- Existing bulkhead leaving to be removed.
- Existing walls to door enclosure to be removed.
- New fixed stairs to be installed from second floor to third floor apartment above.

**Proposed Fourth Floor**

Scale 1:50

- New lightweight timber stud partitions.
- Existing spiral stairs to be removed.
- New lightweight timber stud partition to be installed in stair enclosure with boxed soft to follow around ends of new stairs.
- Existing bulkhead leaving to be removed.
- Existing walls to door enclosure to be removed.
- New fixed stairs to be installed from second floor to third floor apartment above.

**NOTES TO CONTRACTOR**

1. Party walls, unless otherwise specified, are to be constructed in accordance with the party wall agreements will be in place with all affected owners.
2. All dimensions are to be confirmed by the Architect before the commencement of works on site.
3. NOT SCALE OFF THIS DRAWING UNLESS A SCALE BAR IS PROVIDED.